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1. Introduction

In this thesis I consider the development of certain mathematical con-
cepts from a historical and didactical point of view. In particular, I have
studied the conceptual development in analysis during the mid-19th cen-
tury, for instance, concepts such as functions, continuity, convergence and
infinite series have been investigated. I have studied the use of basic con-
cepts in connection with two important theorems: Cauchy’s sum theorem
from 1821 and Cauchy’s theorem on power series expansions of complex
valued functions from 1840.
In the thesis I also consider the role of visualizations in mathematics

from a historical and didactical perspective. The visualizations have been
considered on the basis of historical examples as well as on my own
empirical studies.

1.1 Analysis during the 19th century
In the history of mathematics the 19th century is often considered as
a period when mathematical analysis underwent a major change. There
was an increasing concern for the lack of rigor in analysis concerning basic
concepts, such as functions, derivatives, and real numbers.1 Mathematics
was often connected to the intuition of time and space.2
The definitions of many fundamental concepts in analysis were vague

and gave rise to different views of not only the definitions, but also of
the theorems involving these concepts. Furthermore, mathematicians did
not always use the same definition of the fundamental concepts. For in-
stance, the Belgian mathematician A.H.E. Lamarle (1806–1875) had a
different way of defining certain complex valued functions compared to
the French mathematician A.L. Cauchy (1789–1857). In paper III in this
thesis I suggest that this was the reason why Lamarle and Cauchy had
different views regarding the appropriate sufficient condition for devel-
oping a complex valued function in a power series.

1Katz (1998, pp. 704–705).
2Jahnke (1993, p. 268) discusses a new emerging attitude among mathematicians
during the mid-19th century whose aim was to erase the link between mathematics
and the intuition of time and space. This will be discussed in the thesis at page 13.
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Another problem during the mid-19th century was that some defini-
tions allowed surprising examples. For instance, in 1821 Cauchy claimed
that the sum function of a convergent series of real-valued continuous
functions was continuous. However, a couple of years later Abel (1802–
1829) came up with exceptions to the theorem and later also corrections
of the theorem were suggested (see below). Abel constructed a completely
new type of functions3 that Cauchy probably had not anticipated when
he formulated his theorem in 1821.
However, it was not only the new functions that led to problems re-

garding the validity of Cauchy’s sum theorem. It seems that the mathe-
matical theory had reached a point where the convergence condition was
not precise enough to exclude counterexamples such as Abel’s. It turned
out that a series of functions can converge in different ways and that
it was necessary to specify the convergence condition in Cauchy’s theo-
rem. In fact, there were already attempts to distinguish between different
convergence concepts. For instance, in 1846 the Swedish mathematician
E.G. Björling (1808–1872) tried to explain and prove Cauchy’s sum the-
orem on the basis of his own distinction between ‘convergence for every
value of x’ and ‘convergence for every given value of x’, where the former
notion was the stronger condition of convergence. Perhaps ‘convergence
for every value of x’ in connection with Cauchy’s sum theorem was an
attempt to express what in modern terminology could be described as

sup
x

∣∣∣∣∣

n∑

k=1

fk(x) −
∞∑

k=1

fk(x)

∣∣∣∣∣ → 0 (1.1)

when n → ∞, that is uniform convergence of the partial sums. However,
one problem for Björling was that he did not have a proper way of
connecting the two variables n and x. As Grattan-Guinness4 points out,
during the 19th century there was a problem to distinguish between the
expressions ‘for all x there is a y such that...’ and ‘there is a y such that
for all x...’.
Stokes (1847) and Seidel (1848) suggested corrections of Cauchy’s sum

theorem and in 1853 Cauchy modified his own theorem by adding a
stronger convergence conditition to his 1821 version.5
The convergence concept was probably not the only reason for the

controversies regarding Cauchy’s sum theorem. One should also have
in mind that in the mid-19th century a function was often simply an

3The invention of functions that were sums of trigonometric series, for instance
sin x + 1

2
sin 2x − 1

3
sin 3x + · · · (see Abel, 1826, p. 16).

4Grattan-Guinness (2000, p. 70).
5Cauchy (1853, p. 33) added that the series of real valued continuous functions had
to be always convergent, which sometimes has been interpreted as the modern notion
of uniform convergence.
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expression containing the variable x.6 A function did not need to be
single-valued, for instance, Björling considered the function

f(x) =
x

|x| (1.2)

as two-valued at x = 0. One problem of allowing functions to attain
many values is that it becomes difficult to conclude what limit function
a certain sequence of functions converges to.
Without a proper definition it can be difficult to decide what value

the function
f(x) =

√
x −√

a

x − a
(1.3)

attains at x = a. In modern mathematics this is not a problem since
function (1.3) is not defined at x = a. That is, unlike early 19th century
mathematics, we do not define functions today without specifying their
domains. Björling7 on the other hand, considered f(a) as a removable
discontinuity when he stated that the function (1.3) attains the value

1
2
√

a
at x = a, since

lim
Δ→0

f(a + Δ) =
1

2
√

a
. (1.4)

Björling applied a certain rule which said that at x = x0 the value
of the function could be obtained in two different ways; either it was
obtained ‘immediately’ by putting x = x0 into the expression containing
a variable, or the value of the function could be obtained as the limit
when x tends to x0.
Since functions were considered as variable expressions it was not sur-

prising that mathematicians had to construct certain rules as supple-
ments to the function definitions. When the variable expressions be-
came complicated enough the mathematicians ‘empirically’ discovered
new properties of the functions, that is they read off properties from the
expression that was written up. To be speculative, perhaps the vague
definitions during the first half of the 19th century led to the fact that
mathematicians had to come up with certain rules in order to obtain a
coherent theory. One problem may have been that these rules were not
generally accepted and therefore could cause a great deal of confusion.
The development of analysis in the mid-19th century has been de-

scribed several times in the history of mathematics. For instance, Laug-
witz8 considers the 19th century as a ‘turning point’ in the ontology
as well as the method of mathematics. He argues that instead of using

6Björling (1852, p. 171).
7Ibid., p. 174.
8Laugwitz (1999, p. 301).
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mathematics as a tool for computations, the emphasis fell on conceptual
thinking. Laugwitz continues:

The supreme mastery of computational transformations by Gauss, Jacobi, and
Kummer was beyond doubt but had reached its practical limits (Laugwitz,
1999, p. 303).

There are several examples indicating that mathematics during the first
half of the 19th century still was considered more as ‘a tool for com-
putations’ rather than a study of abstract objects. One example is J.L.
Lagrange’s (1736–1813) way of considering functions. He stated:

One calls a function of one or several quantities any expression for calculation
in which these quantities enter in any manner whatever, mingled or not with
some other quantities which are regarded as being given and invariable values,
the quantities of the function can take all possible values (Lagrange, 1847, p.
1).

Sørensen (2005) makes a similar distinction as Laugwitz when he
stresses that from the mid-18th century to the mid-19th century re-
search in analysis underwent a change from being formula-centered to
being concept-centered. According to Sørensen, mathematicians in the
mid-18th century dealt with arguments based on manipulations of for-
mulas; their questions concerned formulas and the results obtained were
formulas. Meanwhile, in the mid-19th century

[...] new types of questions arose and were answered by analyses of the exten-
sions of concepts and of relations between concepts (Sørensen, 2005, p. 477).

Sørensen makes a comparison between Abel’s mathematical approach
and Cauchy’s approach to mathematics. According to Sørensen, the for-
mer had a formula-centered approach and the latter a concept-centered
approach. Among other things this is a conclusion based on their dif-
ferent reactions to Cauchy’s sum theorem (that is, the same theorem
which was discussed above). Sørensen argues that Abel was more con-
cerned about limiting the number of functions which were exceptions to
the theorem by requiring a special form for these functions. Meanwhile,
Cauchy was focusing on his concept of convergence from 1821 and

[...] he [Cauchy] made extra requirements concerning the nature of convergence
(Sørensen, 2005, p. 471).

Sørensen’s point is that in 1853 Cauchy was more concerned about the
nature of the convergence concept and therefore had a more concept-
centered approach to mathematics compared to Abel. However, Cauchy
was probably influenced by the development during these 30 years.

10



Jahnke9 describes the 19th century as a period when mathematicians
and natural scientists changed their attitude towards the relationship
between science and practice, at least in Germany. He argues that in the
natural sciences the ambition of requiring new empirical knowledge be-
came less important, instead, science should focus on the ‘understanding
of nature and culture’.10
Jahnke claims that the emerging new attitude in the sciences led to a

sometimes ‘anti-Kantian’ view of mathematics that sought to break the
link between mathematics and the intuition of time and space.11 Jahnke
writes:

Rather than considering pure mathematics in terms of algorithmic procedures
for calculating certain magnitudes, the emphasis fell on understanding certain
relations from their own presuppositions in a purely conceptual way. To un-
derstand given relations in and of themselves one must generalize them and
see them abstractly (Jahnke, 1993, p. 267).

The descriptions by Laugwitz, Sørensen and Jahnke of the develop-
ment of analysis during the 19th century are quite similar and this will
be summarized in Figure 1.1 below.

1.2 Visualizations and formal definitions
The status of visualizations has varied from time to time. Mancosu12

points out that during the 19th century visual thinking fell into disrepute.
The reason may have been that mathematical claims that seemed obvious
on account of an intuitive and immediate visualization, turned out to
be incorrect with the new emerging mathematical methods and results.
He exemplifies this with K. Weierstrass’ (1815–1897) construction of a
continuous but nowhere differentiable function from 1872.13
An early example of a discussion on the role of intuition and visual

thinking in mathematics is the 17th century debate between the philoso-
pher Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679) and the mathematician John Wallis

9Jahnke (1993, p. 266).
10Ibid., p. 267.
11Jahnke (1993, p. 268) is quoting Fries (1822) who argued that “the notion became
more and more common that the objects of mathematics are purely mental construc-
tions produced by man’s faculty of productive imagination”.

12Mancosu (2005, p. 13).
13In 1872 Weierstrass constructed the function

f(x) =
∑

bn cos (anx)π,

where x is a real number, a is odd, 0 < b < 1 and ab > 1+3π/2, which was published
by du Bois Reymond (1875, p. 29).

11



1700

Mathematical analysis
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1800 1900

Figure 1.1: An overview of the development of mathematical analysis on the
basis of Laugwitz (1999), Jahnke (1993) and Sørensen (2005).

(1616–1703). One of their disputes concerned the relationship between
the finite and the infinite, which have been discussed by among oth-
ers Mancosu (1996) and Bråting & Öberg (2005). Mancosu points out
that the usage of new methods based on calculations with indivisibles
led to that the concept of volume underwent a considerable change.14
Solids of infinite lenghts but with finite volumes were introduced. For
instance, if one revolves the function y = 1

x around the x-axis and cuts
the obtained solid with a plane perpendicular to the x-axis, one obtains
a solid of infinite length but with finite volume. Sometimes this solid is
referred to as ‘Torricelli’s infinitely long solid’ (see Figure 3 in Paper II
in this thesis). Hobbes rejected the existence of such solids. He insisted
that every object must exist in the universe and be perceived by the
‘natural light’.15 Hobbes stressed that when mathematicians spoke of,
for instance, an ‘infinitely long line’ this would be interpreted as a line
which could be extended as much as one prefered to. He argued that infi-
nite objects had no material base and therefore could not be perceived by

14Mancosu (1996, p. 39) refers to the Italian mathematician E. Cavalieri’s (1598–1647)
geometry of indivisibles from the 1630s.

15Mancosu (1996, pp. 137–138) states that many 17th century philosophers held that
geometry provides us with indisputable knowledge and that all knowledge involves a
set of self-evident truths known by ‘natural light’.
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the ‘natural light’.16 According to Hobbes, it was not possible to speak
of an ‘infinitely long line’ as something given. The same thing was valid
for solids of infinite lenght but with finite volume. It seems that Wallis,
however, shared Leibniz’ opinion that it was nothing more spectacular
about ‘Torricelli’s infinitely long solid’ than for instance that the infinite
series

1
2

+
1
4

+
1
8

+
1
16

+
1
32

+ · · · = 1.17

If the new method led to the result that infinite solids could have finite
volumes, then these solids existed within a mathematical context. Mean-
while, it seems that the problem for Hobbes was that he made no strong
distinction between mathematical objects and other objects.
The 19th century mathematician Björling had a tendency to some-

times consider mathematical definitions as descriptions of entities rather
than conventions. For instance, Björling defined a function as

[...] an analytical expression which contains a real variable x (Björling, 1852,
p. 171).

Björling certainly defined functions but sometimes he seems to consider
the definition as describing something that already exists. As a conse-
quence of his definition of a function, Björling considered every expres-
sion containing a variable that could be written up as a function.
Let us consider three functions that Björling was discussing in a paper

from 1852 (where the first two functions were considered in Section 1.1
above). In modern terminology these three functions would be expressed
as;

f(x) =
x

|x| , g(x) =
√

x −√
a

x − a
and h(x) = |x|. (1.5)

These functions are graphically represented in Figure 1.2 below. Björling
considered f(x) as two-valued at x = 0. However, it has no derivative at
x = 0 since the function representing the derivative jumps at x = 0. The
function g(x) attains the one value 1

2
√

a
at x = a, since

lim
Δ→0

g(a + Δ) =
1

2
√

a
.

In modern terminology we would say that Björling considers g(a) as a
removable discontinuity. Björling did not consider whether the derivative
of g(x) at x = a existed or not, but probably (on the basis of similar
examples in Björling, 1852) Björling would say that the derivative at

16Ibid., p. 147.
17Ibid., p. 143.
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Figure 1.2: A graphical representation of how Björling may have considered
the functions f , g and h.

x = a was equal to − 1
8a

√
a
since

lim
Δ→0

g(a + Δ) − g(a)
Δ

= − 1
8a

√
a
. (1.6)

The function h(x) attains 0 at x = 0 and the derivative at x = 0 exists
and is equal to the two values ±1.18
On the basis of these three examples, it seems that Björling’s approach

was to investigate the behaviour of mathematical objects on the account
of their ‘natural properties’. At least one gets the impression that, for
Björling, it was already presupposed that the expression written on the
paper was a function and the task for Björling was to discover their exact
properties. For instance, it seems that Björling tried to find answers in
the graphs of the functions.
A closely related issue in the theory of visualizations comes up in Gi-

aquinto’s claim19 that visual thinking can be a means of discovery in
geometry but only in severely restricted cases in analysis. He suggests
that visualizing becomes unreliable whenever it is used to discover the
existence or nature of the limit of some infinite processes. One gets the
impression that Giaquinto tries to distinguish between a ‘visible mathe-
matics’ and a ‘less visible mathematics’. However, to divide mathematics
in such a way can be interpreted as if one part of mathematics is more
directly connected to empirical reality and the other part is abstract.20

18Björling (1852, p. 177) claimed that generally, the derivative of a function f(x), at
a specific point x0, could only obtain ‘a finite and determined quantity’ if f(x0) was
single-valued.

19Giaquinto (1994, p. 789).
20Giaquinto (1994, p. 804) claims that geometric concepts are idealizations of concepts
with physical instances, meanwhile, the basic concepts of analysis are non-visual since
they are not equivalent to any (known) concepts which can be conveyed visually.
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It seems that Giaquinto does not take into account what he wants
to visualize and to whom. That is, the meaning of a visualization may
be different depending on the observer. A concrete example is when a
teacher illustrates a circle by drawing it on the blackboard, as in Fig-
ure 1.3 below. The picture on the blackboard is not a circle, since it is
impossible to draw a perfect circle. But for a person who knows that a
circle is a set of points in the plane that are equidistant from the mid-
point, the picture on the blackboard is sufficient to understand that the
teacher is talking about a ‘mathematical’ circle. However, for a child who
has never heard of a circle before, the figure of the blackboard probably
means something else. By looking at the circle in Figure 1.3 the child

Figure 1.3: ‘The circle on the blackboard’.

may even think that a circle is a ring which is not connected at the top.
The point is that a visualization may not reveal its intended meaning to

the observer. Instead, the visualization ‘leaves much unsaid’, for instance
when we are drawing a line it is a ‘lenght without breadth’. However,
with enough mathematical experience we can spell out what is unsaid
‘between the lines’,21 we can ‘see’ that the line is without width.22
Hence, visual images can certainly be sufficient for convincing one-

self of the truth of a statement in mathematics, provided that one has
sufficient knowledge of what they represent.
In this thesis, one way to interpret Björling’s work has been to dis-

tinguish between mathematical objects as ‘natural’ and mathematical
objects as ‘conventional’. It should be pointed out that the purpose has
not been to classify Björling’s mathematics as one or the other, but it is
noticable that Björling lived during a time period when mathematics un-
derwent a considerable change. One can discern the ‘old’ mathematical
approach as well as the ‘new’ mathematical approach in Björling’s work.
For instance, Björling had an ‘old-fashioned’ way of considering functions
when he sometimes considered them as something that already existed

21Stenlund (2005, p. 46) uses this terminology in the context of spoken communication.
22A similar expression is used by Arcavi (2005, p. 216) when he argues that with
enough mathematical knowledge we are able to ‘see the unseen’ in a visualization.
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and the definition worked as a description. At the same time, Björling
tried to develop new concepts in mathematics such as the distinction
between ‘convergence for every given value of x’ and ‘convergence for
every value of x’.
This may of course be seen as we evaluate Björling’s mathematical ef-

forts on the basis of today’s mathematical criteria. Grattan-Guinness23
considers two different approaches of interpreting the history of mathe-
matics; the ‘history approach’ and the ‘heritage approach’. The former
approach can typically be connected to details in the development of spe-
cific concepts or to chronology. Meanwhile, he refers ‘heritage’ to

...the impact of a notion upon later work, both at the time and afterward,
especially the forms which it may take, or to be embodied, in later contexts
(Grattan-Guinness, 2004, p. 165).

Grattan-Guinness points out that both the ‘history’ and the ‘heritage’
approaches are legitimate and important in their own right, but they are
often mixed up.

23Grattan-Guinness (2004, pp. 164–165).
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2. Summary of the papers

2.1 Paper I
Parts of this paper has been presented at the conference ‘History and
Pedagogy of Mathematics’ in Uppsala, 2004.
In this paper I study the Swedish mathematician E.G. Björling’s (1846,

1853) contribution to uniform convergence in connection to Cauchy’s
theorem on the continuity of an infinite series. Cauchy1 claimed that
a convergent series of real valued continuous functions is a continuous
function. However, the proof was relatively imprecise which has led to
different interpretations of the formulation of the theorem. The con-
temporary mathematicians criticized Cauchy’s sum theorem and came
up with counterexamples. Historians of mathematics have argued about
what Cauchy really meant by convergence and continuity, but also what
he meant by a function. If one assumes that Cauchy meant pointwise
convergence then the theorem is false. However, if he meant uniform con-
vergence then the theorem is true. In 1853 Cauchy corrected his theorem
by changing to the stronger convergence condition “always convergent”.2
But between the years 1821 and 1853 both exceptions (Abel, 1826) and
corrections (Stokes, 1847, Seidel, 1848) to Cauchy’s 1821 theorem ap-
peared. For instance, Abel3 showed that the trigonometric series

sin x +
1
2

sin 2x +
1
3

sin 3x + · · · (2.1)

was an exception to Cauchy’s sum theorem, since although (2.1) was
a convergent series of real valued continuous functions, the sum was
discontinuous at x = (2k + 1)π for each integer k (see Figure 2.1 below).

A standard theorem in modern analysis is the following: If a sequence
of real valued continuous functions, fn, converges uniformly to a function
f , then f is a continuous function. In this case uniform convergence
means that the maximum value of |fn(x)−f(x)| → 0 when n → 0. That
is, for each n we choose the ‘worst’ x, which makes |fn(x) − f(x)| as
large as possible. If this absolute value still ‘tends to 0’ while ‘n tends

1Cauchy (1821, pp. 131–132).
2Grattan-Guinness (1986, pp. 231–232) argues that Cauchy (1853, p. 33) was influ-
enced by Björling (1846, p. 66).
3Abel (1826, p. 316).
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Figure 2.1: A graphical representation of the sum of the series sin x+ 1
2 sin 2x+

1
3 sin 3x + · · ·

to infinity’ then fn converges uniformly to f . One obtains Cauchy’s sum
theorem for fn(x) =

∑n
k=1 gk(x), where gk are continuous functions.

There are various interpretations of Cauchy’s sum theorem, for in-
stance, the non-standard analysis interpreters Schmieden and Laugwitz4
claim that Cauchy’s sum theorem was correct, at least if one uses their
own theory based on infinitesimals. In this paper this interpretation,
among others, has been problematized. One of the questions has been
how to interpret Cauchy’s use of expressions like for instance x = 1

n .
Giusti5 argues that x = 1

n should be seen as an ordinary sequence hav-
ing 0 as a limit, whereas, Laugwitz6 claims that the expression is an
infinitesimal quantity generated by the sequence 1/n. If one uses the
latter interpretation it appears that Cauchy’s 1821 theorem was correct.
In fact, by using Laugwitz’ infinitesimal theory one can even show that
Cauchy’s convergence condition from 1821 was weaker than uniform con-
vergence, yet sufficient for the theorem to be true.7 In this paper I point
out that such an interpretation presupposes a modern function concept,
which was not available for Cauchy and Björling. For instance, Björ-
ling defined a function as “ ...an analytical expression which contains a
variable x”8. I argue that with such an imprecise way of defining func-
tions it seems unlikely that a weaker convergence concept than uniform
convergence can guarantee continuity in the limit.
We have considered Björling’s proof of the sum theorem by investigat-

ing his own distinction between ‘convergence for every value of x’ and
‘convergence for every given value of x’, where the former notion is a
stronger criterion of convergence. In fact, ‘convergence for every value of
x’ could have been an attempt to express uniform convergence. However,
the problem for Björling was to connect the variables n and x, that is,
‘for each n there is an x such that...’. Another interpretation of ‘conver-

4Schmieden and Laugwitz (1958, pp. 20–21).
5Giusti (1984, pp. 49–53).
6Laugwitz (1980, p. 260).
7Palmgren (2007, pp. 171–172).
8Björling (1852, p. 171).
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gence for every value of x’ is that the x-values are not necessarily fixed.
This could be seen as an attempt to compensate for Björling’s inability
to connect the variables n and x.

2.2 Paper II
This paper is a joint work with Johanna Pejlare. The result has been pre-
sented at the conference ‘Towards a New Epistomology of Mathematics’
in Berlin, 2006.
In the present paper visualizations in mathematics are considered from

a historical and a didactical point of view. On the basis of some examples
we study what a mathematical visualization can achieve. We argue that
it is necessary to take into consideration the interaction between the
visualization and the observer.
In a historical study we consider Weierstrass’ construction of a con-

tinuous but nowhere differentiable function. Before this discovery, it was
not an uncommon belief that a continuous function must be differen-
tiable, except at isolated points.9 As a reaction to Weierstrass’ function,
Klein10 tried to construct an abriged system of mathematics to avoid
using results that he could not verify through ‘naive intuition’. It seems
that Klein had a problem with visual thinking versus the formal develop-
ment of mathematics in the wake of Weierstrass’ function. Furthermore,
the Swedish mathematician Helge von Koch (1870–1924) was not sat-
isfied with Weierstrass’ function since it was defined by an analytical
expression whose geometrical nature was hidden.11 Therefore, von Koch
constructed a continuous but nowhere differentiable function where it
was possible to ‘see’ why the curve did not have a tangent. However,
with support from our own study on university students, it appears that
it is difficult for a person without sufficient mathematical knowledge to
‘see’ from a graphical representation that a function is continuous but
nowhere differentiable. Visualizations leave much unsaid and depending
on our experience with the mathematical theory we argue that we can
‘read’ what is unsaid ‘between the lines’.
In another historical study we consider a debate from the 17th century

between the philosopher Thomas Hobbes and the mathematician John
Wallis regarding the ‘angle of contact’.12 The issue was whether there is
an angle between a circle and its tangent, and if so what was the size of
it? The ‘angle of contact’ is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

9Mancosu (2005, p. 13).
10Klein (1873, p. 253).
11von Koch (1906, pp. 145–146).
12Prytz (2004, p. 11).
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Figure 2.2: The ‘angle of contact’.

Wallis stressed that the ‘angle of contact’ was nothing, whereas,
Hobbes argued that it was not possible that something which could be
perceived from a picture could be nothing.13 However, one problem
seems to be that they did not always base their arguments on
mathematical definitions. Instead, they tried to ‘see’ the answer in
the visualization. In the present paper we claim that a mathematical
visualization can be interpreted in various ways depending on the
context. For instance, the answer to the question whether the ‘angle
of contact’ exists depends on which definition of an angle we use.
Moreover, we point out that a mathematical visualization should be
considered in a proper mathematical context.
Furthermore, we discuss the role of mathematical visualizations in

learning contexts. Giaquinto14 argues that visual thinking may be useful
as illustration or to strengthen one’s grip on something independently
known, in geometry and arithmetic, but it seems to fall short in elemen-
tary courses in analysis. We criticize Giaquinto’s theory since we believe
that it is not correct to make a distinction between ‘visible’ and ‘less
visible’ mathematics. One problem seems to be that Giaquinto does not
take into account what we want to visualize and to whom. For a person
who is not familiar with the relevant mathematical theory, a certain visu-
alization may mean something completely different than for an educated
mathematician. That is, we believe that mathematical visualizations do
not have a sense independently of the observer.

2.3 Paper III
In this paper we consider Cauchy’s sufficient condition for developing a
complex function of a complex variable in a power series. Cauchy claims
that a complex function of a complex variable z can be expanded in a

13Wallis (1685, p. 71) and Hobbes (1656, pp. 143–144).
14Giaquinto (2005, p. 789).
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power series if the function and its first derivative are continuous.15 How-
ever, the sufficiency regarding Cauchy’s continuity condition became con-
troversial. On the basis of a paper written by the Swedish mathematician
E.G. Björling I discuss a debate concerning this particular condition.
For instance, Björling and the Belgian mathematician A.H.E. Lamarle

(1806–1875) claimed that Cauchy’s condition from 1840 was insufficient.
Björling argued that the function must have a continuous second deriva-
tive to guarantee that the function can be expanded in a power series.16
Meanwhile, Lamarle (1846, 1847) stressed that it was necessary to add
a certain periodicity condition to Cauchy’s continuity condition. Cauchy
and Björling criticized Lamarle when they claimed that the periodicity
condition was superfluous since it followed from Cauchy’s continuity con-
dition. In this paper we suggest that Lamarle’s periodicity condition is
a consequence of the fact that Lamarle has another way to consider the
complex numbers and another way of defining certain complex valued
functions, compared to Cauchy and Björling.
For instance, Lamarle defined the logarithm function of complex vari-

ables as
l(reθi) = l(r) + θi,

where r is the absolute value and θ is the argument. Unlike Cauchy and
Björling, he did not include any restriction for the argument θ within his
definition. This means, in modern terminology, that Lamarle does not
choose any branch for the argument, which probably is the reason why
he had to add a periodicity condition to Cauchy’s continuity condition.
In fact, on the basis of Lamarle’s definition of complex valued functions
and his general view of complex numbers, the periodicity condition to-
gether with the continuity condition became, in his view, necessary and
sufficient conditions for developing a complex valued function in a power
series.
Another reason why Cauchy’s theorem on power series expansions of

complex functions was controversial could be the ambiguities of funda-
mental concepts in analysis that existed during the mid-19th century.
The definitions of concepts such as functions, continuity and conver-
gence were not generally accepted among mathematicians. In this paper
we discuss this problem on the basis of a survey of fundamental concepts
and propositions in analysis written by Björling in 1852.
Cauchy, Lamarle and Björling had different proofs of the theorem on

power series expansions of complex valued functions, which caused some
confusion. Björling claimed that Lamarle’s proof was wrong and Cauchy’s
proof was right. However, in this paper I argue that both Lamarle’s and

15Cauchy (1840, p. 29).
16Björling (1852, p. 221).
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Cauchy’s proofs are correct on the basis of their own definitions of the
fundamental concepts involved in the theorem.
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3. Summary in Swedish

Den här avhandlingen behandlar utvecklingen av matematiska begrepp
ur ett historiskt och didaktiskt perspektiv. Mera specifikt handlar
det om begreppsutveckling inom den matematiska analysen under
mitten av 1800-talet. De begrepp som studerats är bland annat
funktioner, gränsvärden, konvergens och kontinuitet. Jag har studerat
hur begreppen användes och vilken betydelse de hade i samband med
vissa matematiska satser. De två satser som framförallt har behandlats
är Cauchys summasats från 1821 och 1853, samt Cauchys sats angående
potensserieutveckling av komplexvärda funktioner från 1840.
Ett återkommande tema i avhandlingen har varit att studera vilken

roll visualiseringar och ’intuitivt’ tänkande har inom matematiken,
dels utifrån historiska exempel, dels utifrån mina egna empiriska
undersökningar.

Analysens utveckling under 1800-talet
I matematikhistorisk litteratur beskrivs 1800-talet som en period då den
matematiska analysen genomgick en stor förändring. Vissa menar att
det främsta syftet var att göra matematiken ’rigorös’, till exempel ville
man inte längre att analysen skulle vara bunden till geometrin i samma
utsträckning som tidigare. Funktioner, derivata och reella tal uppfattades
’intuitivt’, vilket man ville ändra på.
Definitioner av fundamentala begrepp inom analysen var relativt ok-

lara, vilket ibland gav upphov till olika tolkningar av vad begreppen
egentligen betydde. Detta gjorde också att centrala satser inom anal-
ysen ibland blev ifrågasatta. Ett problem förefaller ha varit att defini-
tionerna inte var allmänt vedertagna, det vill säga definitionen av ett
specifikt matematiskt begrepp kunde skilja sig åt mellan olika matem-
atiker. Tvister gällande giltigheten av vissa satser började uppkomma.
Två orsaker till detta kan ha varit just oklara definitioner respektive bris-
ten på allmänt vedertagna definitioner av fundamentala begrepp inom
analysen.
Ett exempel på en sats vars giltighet kom att ifrågasättas var Cauchys

summasats från 1821. I satsen påstås det att en konvergent serie av reella
kontinuerliga funktioner har en kontinuerlig summa. Beviset var relativt
kortfattat och oprecist, vilket har lett till olika tolkningsförsök av vad
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Cauchy egentligen menade med satsen. Svårigheten har varit att förstå
vad Cauchy menade med konvergens, men också vad han menade med
kontinuitet och funktion.
Man kan kanske tolka kontroverserna kring Cauchys summasats som

en indikation på att det fanns ett behov av mer än ett konvergensbe-
grepp. Faktum är att det under mitten av 1800-talet redan fanns försök
till att särskilja mellan olika konvergensbegrepp. Exempelvis försökte
den svenske matematikern Björling som var flitig uttolkare av Cauchys
matematik i största allmänhet, att förklara Cauchys summasats med
hjälp av sin egen distinktion mellan ’konvergens för varje given x-valör’
respektive ’konvergens för alla x-valörer’.1 Ett sätt att tolka det senare
starkare kriteriet är att den ’oberoende’ x-variabeln får variera med
avseende på en annan aldrig specificerad variabel, för att kompensera
för den allmängiltighet man vill uttrycka med likformig konvergens, det
vill säga att

sup
x

∣∣∣∣∣

n∑

k=1

fk(x) −
∞∑

k=1

fk(x)

∣∣∣∣∣ → 0 (3.1)

då n → ∞. Distinktionen mellan ’konvergens för varje given x-valör’ re-
spektive ’konvergens för alla x-valörer’ är oprecis på grund av att Björling
inte hade något adekvat sätt att binda samman variablerna n och x, det
vill säga ’för varje n existerar ett x så att...’.
Ett annat begrepp som låg till grund för att giltigheten av Cauchys

summasats blev ifrågasatt var funktionsbegreppet. Exempelvis G. Frege
(1891) gjorde sig lustig över vissa 1800-talsmatematikers naiva funktions-
begrepp när han skrev att ’med en funktion av x förstås ett matematiskt
uttryck som innehåller x, en formel som innefattar bokstaven x’. Uppen-
barligen finns det svårigheter med att uttrycka olika typer av konvergens
med ett så oprecist funktionsbegrepp.
Den matematiska analysens utveckling under 1800-talet har beskriv-

its upprepade gånger inom den matematikhistoriska litteraturen. Exem-
pelvis kallar Laugwitz2 1800-talet för en ’vändpunkt’ i samband med
såväl den matematiska ontologin som dess metod. Laugwitz påstår att
istället för att använda matematiken som ett beräkningsverktyg kom
matematiken att baseras på begreppsorienterat tänkande. En liknande
beskrivning gör Jahnke när han påstår att det under 1800-talet växte
fram en ny attityd till vetenskap som innebar ett försök att bryta matem-
atikens koppling till tid och rum.3

1Björling (1846, s. 21).
2Laugwitz (1999, s. 301).
3Jahnke (1993, s. 268).
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Visualiseringar i matematiken
Användningen av visualiseringar och intuitivt tänkande inom matem-
atiken har ibland kritiserats. I ett historiskt perspektiv har visualis-
eringarnas status inom matematiken varierat under tidens lopp. Exem-
pelvis påpekar Mancosu4 att i samband med Weierstrass konstruktion av
en kontinuerlig men ingenstans deriverbar funktion sjönk visualiseringar-
nas status inom matematiken.
På 1600-talet visade den italienske matematikern E. Torricelli (1608–

1647) att en oändligt utsträckt kropp kan ha en ändlig volym. Mancosu
diskuterar bland annat Thomas Hobbes och John Wallis olika reaktioner
på Torricellis exempel.5 Hobbes syn på oändligheten var baserad på hans
empiristiska epistemologi. Han insisterade att alla objekt måste existera
i universum och kunna uppfattas genom det ’naturliga ljuset’.6
Den svenske 1800-talsmatematikern Björling hade ibland en tendens

att se matematiska definitioner som beskrivningar av vardagliga ting
snarare än som konventioner. Björling uppfattade alla variabeluttryck
som funktioner med ibland ’naturliga egenskaper’. Exempelvis ansåg
Björling att funktionen

f(x) =
x

|x|

(uttryckt med moderna termer) antar de två värdena ±1 i x = 0. Men
derivatan i samma punkt existerar inte eftersom funktionen som rep-
resenterar derivatan hoppar i x = 0. Däremot existerar derivatan för
funktionen g(x) = |x| i x = 0 och är lika med de två värdena ±1.
Ett exempel från didaktiken som i viss mån liknar Björlings sätt att se

på vissa matematiska objekt är när Giaquinto påstår att visualiseringar
kan användas till att göra (personliga) upptäckter inom geometrin men
oftast inte inom matematisk analys.7 Huvudskälet till detta är enligt Gi-
aquinto att analysen innehåller beräkningar med gränsvärden baserade
på oändliga processer. Ett sätt att tolka Giaquinto är att han gör en
distinktion mellan ’visualiserbar matematik’ respektive ’mindre visualis-
erbar matematik’. En sådan indelning skulle kunna uppfattas som att
en del av matematiken är knuten till en intuitivt tillgänglig verklighet
medan en annan del är abstrakt.
Vidare verkar det ibland som att Giaquinto inte tar hänsyn till vad vi

vill visualisera och för vem. Det vill säga, innebörden av en visualisering
kan enligt min mening vara olika beroende på vem det är som observerar.
Ett konkret exempel är när man ritar en cirkel på ett papper (se Figur
1.3 i avsnitt 1.2 ovan). Figuren på papperet är, ur ett matematiskt per-

4Mancosu (2005, s. 13).
5Mancosu (1996, s. 145–149).
6Ibid., s. 137–138.
7Giaquinto (1994, s. 789).
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spektiv, ingen cirkel eftersom det är omöjligt att rita en perfekt cirkel.
För en person som redan vet att en cirkel är en mängd punkter med
samma avstånd till mittpunkten ger figuren på papperet tillräckligt my-
cket information för att veta att vi talar om en ’matematisk’ cirkel. Men
ett barn som aldrig kommit i kontakt med cirklar förut skulle kanske,
genom att bara titta på figuren på papperet, kunna få uppfattningen att
en cirkel är ungefär som en ring men som inte knyts ihop längst upp.
I avhandlingen har ett sätt att tolka Björlings matematik varit

att skilja mellan matematiska objekt som ’naturliga’ respektive
konventionella. Syftet har inte varit att försöka klassificera Björlings
matematik som exakt det ena eller det andra, utan istället att ha i
åtanke att distinktionen mellan naturlig och konventionell matematik
inte var självklar för Björling. Det märks relativt tydligt att Björling
levde under en tid då matematiken genomgick en betydande förändring.
Man kan skönja spår av såväl den ’gamla’ som ’nya’ matematiken i
Björlings arbeten. Exempelvis hade Björling en ålderdomlig syn på
funktioner samtidigt som han sysslade med att utveckla nya begrepp
som till exempel distinktionen mellan ’konvergens för varje given
x-valör’ och ’konvergens för alla x-valörer’.
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